Glacier Peak High School Pick-up and Drop-off Plan

The movement of nearly 1750 students in and out of the school each day works very well if all of us do a few things to make the start and end of the day safe and efficient.

- When non-student drivers pick-up and drop-off students, please **always** use the Parent - Drop off lane near the Gym/Commens Entrance.
- Always **pull over** to the right near the curb and **move as far forward** as possible before you pick-up or drop-off.
- Keep the main lane in the Drop-off area open so people can freely exit.
- Parents parking and picking up students on 144th PL SE slow down the flow of traffic and put kids at risk for injury. Please **pick up your child** in the Parent Drop-off area.
- Never (24/7) drive or park around the busses in the Bus Pick-up area.
- When the busses begin to move seven minutes after the dismissal bell all cars stop in place and yield to the busses as they leave.
- The north entrance/exit to the parking lot is a limited access driveway. You may only come in from the right and exit to the right from this driveway. People turning left in or out will be subject to significant traffic fines.
- The speed limit in the parking lot in all areas is 5 MPH. Please drive slowly and carefully.
- Please only park in appropriate areas. Students and Staff have specific parking areas reserved for them during the school day. Please avoid parking in reserved slots. These are assigned to people who leave and return to school often during the school day.
- **Helpful Tip.** Arrive early. There is no line to drop students off until 7:20 AM
- **Helpful Tip.** Pick up your student after 2:35. There is no line at that time at all.